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ABSTRACT 
Exact solutions and wave functions of integrable nonlinear equations are con- 
structed by the method of operator identities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A construction of exact solutions of nonlinear equations is an important 
and popular theme; different algebraic methods as well as the methods of the 
inverse scattering and spectral transforms have proved to be fruitful (see [l, 
4-6, 9, 12, 13, 17, 24-261 and references there). The method of operator 
identities [18, 191 is found to be a powerful instrument in solving inverse 
spectral problems on the semiaxis [20, 16, 171. This method has been 
successfully applied in the theory of nonlinear equations on the semiaxis 
[21-25, 15-171. Here we shall show that the method of operator identities is 
applicable to the direct construction of the exact solutions. In order to get 
these results we make considerable use of V. A. Marchenko’s interesting idea 
[12, 131. The solutions are obtained in a more unified form than in [13]. The 
corresponding wave functions are constructed. We also get new solutions 
(with singularities) of the well-known matrix nonlinear equations without 
N-soliton solutions. 
The relations between nonlinear equations and characteristic and transfer 
matrix functions were discussed in [lo, 111. The works [20-25, 15-171 as well 
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as this paper show close connections between wave and transfer matrix 
functions. An approach to the construction of new integrable equations, 
based on these connections, is formulated in Section 7. 
2. PARTICULAR EQUATIONS 
Let A be an arbitrary rr X n matrix such that a(A) (the spectrum of A) 
satisfies the equality 
a(A) fl u(A*) = 0. (1) 
The condition (1) means that every identity AS - SA* = Q has a unique 
solution. 
Let us introduce the matrix function $(x, t>: 
ICI, = iA$D, (CI, = -iAkt,b6, (2) 
where D = D* = diag{d,, . . . , d,}, fi = b* = diag{d;, . . . , &,J. The works 
[13, 14 contain formulas similar to (2). We shall define the matrix function 
S(x, t> by the operator identity 
AS - SA* = it+bB$* (B = diag{b,, . . , b,}, b, = &l). (3) 
On account of (l)-(3), we have the formulas 
s = s*, S, = -_ICIBDt,lr*, S, = 
S, = 5 Ak-j$B&*( A*)j-1 
-A-$B&*( A*)-’ for k = - 1, 
for k > 1. (4) 
j=l 
If det S f 0, then let us put 
U 
(m, + ?i12 =’ m). We shall introduce 
where 4; ( i = 1,2> are blocks of $ = [ $i, &I, containing mj columns 
also the block matrix 
= 
where E, = {&,,};,r=i. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that D = 5 = ]. Then: 
(a) For ml = m2 = 1, k = - 1, B = E,, u = U, the function u satisfies 
a system 
ut = 2sin w, w, = 2u, (6) 
which is equivalent to the sine-Gordon equation (SGE). 
(b) For m, = m2 = 1, k = - 1, B = J, u = U, the function u satisfies a 
system 
ut = 2sinh W, w, = 2u, (7) 
which is equivalent to the sinh-Gordon equation (ShGE). 
(4 For k = 2, B = J ” th e nonlinear matrix Schriidinger equation ( NSE) 
2u, = i[ u,, + 2( - l)‘uu*u] (8) 
is satisfied. 
(d) For k = 3, B = JP th e matrix function u is a solution of the modified 
Korteweg-de Vries equation ( MKdVE) 
4% = u,xx + 3( -l)p(u,u*u + uu*u,). (9) 
The theorem’s proof by means of direct 
us consider k 2, B = E,. Putting 
q @*s-l*, 7= q] -]q> 
we have 
qz = iIl,*S-‘A$] - i]$*A*S-‘$ + q]q, 
qt = -i@*S-‘A’ $1 + iJt,f~*( A*)2S-v 
-@*SK’( A+]+* + $]JI*A*)S-‘@. 
From (10) follows 
9 xx =Q+Q*> 
(10) 
Q = -$*( A*)2S-v +]$*A*S-lA@] - iJ@*A*S-@]q + q,]q. (11) 
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According to (lo), (11) we have 
JTt = (Q1 - 031 -J(Q1 - Qf)> 
Q1 = i$*( A*)2S-+,b -J#*KIA$Jq, (12) 
iL = (92 - WJ -J(Qe - Qz*)7 (13) 
where Q2 = cj”=r Zj, Z, = -i@*(A*)‘Sv, Z, = iJlc,*A*S-‘A$], Z, = 
]+*A*S-‘@Jq, Z, = iqxJq. Th e f ormula (13) remains valid if we replace any 
summand Zi in Q2 by - Zy or - JZj J. So we shall consider 
Q2 = -9*( A*)“S-ti - i$*A*S-‘A$ -t (J#*A*S-v + iq,.)Jq. (14) 
On account of (3) we get S-‘A - A*S-’ = iS’$B+*S-’ and therefore 
$*A*S-lA@ = #*( A*)2S-‘$ + i$*A*S-vq, 
(15) 
J#*A*S-‘$ + iqx = Z/t/t*S-‘Atj~ - 2iJq2 - +*A*S-‘$1 - iq”J + iqJq. 
From (14), (15) we conclude 
Qz = -2i$*( A*)2S-$b + 2JJI*S1A$Jq - 2iJq2Jq - iq3 + iqJqJq. 
(16) 
According to (121, (131, (16) the equation 
ir,., + 21~~ = 2iT3 (17) 
is satisfied. Since the matrix function r may be presented in the form 
Equation (17) means that the NSE (81, where p = 0, is true. The other 
statements of the theorem are proved analogously to this one. n 
REMARK 1. Different matrix analogs of the sine-Gordon equation have 
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been suggested in a series of works. If D = 6 = J, m, = m2 = r > 1, 
k= -1, B=E,,and 
u =u*, (18) 
then the equalities 
U *t = UR, + R,u, Rf = R; = 4E, - uf: 
R, = RT, R, = R; (19) 
are true. Here 
Rl 0 
[ 1 0 R2 =JuJu* + upJ*j, 
where U = E, - ~BI,!I*S’A-~. The system (18), (19) is one more matrix 
analog of the SGE. [In the proof of (19) we use the formula UBU* = B, 
which follows from (3).] 
REMARK 2. In the case D = 6 = J, k = 2, B = E,, the function J_L = 
U*JU satisfies the classical Heisenberg chain equation 
d &J 
2pt=i- -p, 
( i ax dr 
p = p = p-1. 
REMARK 3. For k = 3, D = 6 = B, the matrix function q satisfies the 
equation 
4% = 41.2.x - 6q,2> (20) 
which is equivalent to the Korteweg-de Vries equation (KdVE). If m = 1, 
we get a trivial solution q = const. But the matrix solutions of (20) will allow 
us to construct nontrivial solutions of the scalar KdVE. 
THEOREM 2. Let the equalities (l)-(3) (K = 1) be fulfilled. Then the 
matrix function 6 = Bq satisfies the equation of nonlinear optics (NOE): 
(21) 
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and the reduction condition 
[* = BrB. (22) 
(By [f, g] we designate the commutatorfg - gf.) 
Let us introduce a transfer matrix function 
w(r,t,z) = E, - iB$*S-‘( A + zE,)-‘~4, (23) 
and put W(x, t, z) = w(x, t, z)eizDX. From (2)-(4) we simply get 
THEOREM 3. The equality dW/dx = (izD - [D, t]>W is true. 
Thus the solution W of the underlying linear equation connected with the 
systems (6)-(g), (21) may be exp ressed through S, A, and q (in terms of the 
S-node). The knowledge of W is essential for obtaining the scattering and 
spectral data and the local and nonlocal currents that correspond to exact 
solutions. 
The exact solutions of the KdVE, SGE, NSE (p = 0), and NOE were 
constructed in [5, 6, 4, 131 (see also the bibliography in [l, 2, 261). Solutions 
of the ShGE and the scalar equations NS (p = l), MKdV (p = 1) were 
adduced in [24, 251. We have constructed, in particular, the exact solutions of 
the matrix analog of the ShGE, the matrix NSE ( p = 11, the matrix MKdVE 
( p = l), and the NOE with the reduction (22) B # E,. It is worth mention- 
ing that the solutions of the equations enumerated in the last sentence have 
singularities. 
3. SINGULARITIES 
The question of the existence and behavior of singularities of the solutions 
is of great interest (see [3, 7, 26, 281). When B = E,, the conditions under 
which det S # 0 and the solutions of the nonlinear equations are regular may 
be easily formulated. Indeed, according to (3) it follows from Sf = 0 that 
@*f = 0. So SA*f = 0. By induction we get S( A*)jf = 0 and 
I)*( A*)jf = 0 (j > 0). 
THEOREM 4. Let B = E,, 
(24 
(25) A = diag(a,,...,a,}, 
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and @CO, 0) satisfy the following requirement: if al, = al2 = a** = alI, then 
the rows of Jl(O, 0) with numbers l,, I,, . , . , lj are linearly independent. 
Under these conditions det S # 0. 
From the theorem’s conditions and equation (2) the linear independence 
of the rows of +(x, t) with numbers I,, 1,) . . . , li follows. Hence, taking into 
account (24), we deduce the statement of the theorem. 
In the case B # E, the previous reasoning allows us to study a region of 
regularity of the function U. 
THEOREM 4'. Suppose that A and $(O, 0) satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 4 and that for a certain E > 0 one of the inequalities 
rlr(x, t)B@*(x, t) > E$Cr(X, t)+*(x, t> or $(x, t)B$*(x, t> f 
- EI,!I(X, t>$*(x, t> is true. Then det S(r, t) # 0. 
When A takes form (251, then the condition (1) takes the form 
al Z iTj (1 Gl,j<n). (26) 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
If m, = m2 = 1 and the conditions (25), (26), and 
al # aj (1 ?i) (27) 
are fulfilled, we shall express the right side of (5) in terms of Wronskians. 
Thus we shall show that Theorem 1 describes a rather general class of exact 
solutions, including N-soliton solutions of the SGE 14, 6] and solutions of the 
ShGE from [24]. 
According to (3), (23) the formula 
w(z)Bw*(Z) = B (28) 
is valid. On account of (23), (281, by standard methods 1201 we obtain 
detw(z) = I!Js. (29) 
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Let us denote the elements of the vectors (cs by I,$ and put 
Dj = diag{$,, (cs2,. . , (cli.), 
Q = {“;-‘}~,j=l> Cj = {( -al)nj};,j_l, (30) 
We shall fu the element b, = 1 in the matrix B = diag(b,, b,}. For 
b, = f 1 from (23), (28)-(30) it follows that 
By (231, (30), (31) the equalities 
T %,( -+L, - &2( -%) 31, = 0 (32) 
are valid. Putting Gra( z) = CT= 1 kjzn-j and taking into account (23), (301, 
(311, we get 
+!J,~*S-‘*~ = lim [ -+ifZzl( Z)Z~-~] = -iXl. (33) z-+m 
The equations (32) yield an algebraic system specifying the coefficients 
kj. Thus from (S), (32), (33) we have 
u =2i(-l)“[l,O )..., o]Z-lf, (34 
where 
Let now A and $,(O, 0) be selected so that there is matrix V satisfying the 
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equalities 
VAV-i = -A, V~(O,O) = $(O,O)> 
V-’ D,Q = D#. 
(35) 
(36) 
By (2), (3), (5) (35) we get (for K = -I, I, 3,. . .I 
VljJ(x,t> = 3(O)> vsv* = s, u =u. (37) 
According to (34), (36), (371, 
u = 2i( -l)“[l,O,. ,o]k-y, 
Suppose that the e_lement b, of the matrix B is equal to 1, i.e., there is the 
block - D,Q in K. Putting Cj = DIQ - i(- l>jDsQ, from (38) we obtain 
(for det Cj # 0) 
u = [l,O,. . . ,O](C;‘An[$i + i(-I)“$,] - C;‘A”[Jr, - i(+!~s]>~ 
(39) 
It is not difficult to see that for any invertible matrix C and vectors h,, h, we 
have the equality 
h;C-lhl = 1 _ det(C - hlhB) 
det C 
We also have 
(40) 
= -[l,O ,..., O]C;‘A”(JI, -i(-1) ?a). (41) 
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On account of (39)-(41) we get the result 
u = (-1)“i 
;detC, 2 det C, 
- dx 
det C, det C, 
(42) 
Equation (42) provides us, in particular, with the solutions of the SGE in the 
form given in [6]. 
For b, = - 1, from (38) we obtain, analogously to (42), 
G det C, a det C, 
u = (_I)“f’ - dr 
det C, det C, ’ 
(43) 
where Cj = Dl@ - (- l)jDzQ. Equation (43) provides us with solutions of 
the ShGE in the form [24]. 
5. THE KORTEWEG-DE VRIES EQUATION 
Let us consider the equation 
4u, - u,,, + 3u; = 0. (44) 
[If u is a solution of (44), then u, satisfies the KdVE.] 
THEOREM 5. S_uppose that the conditions (2), (3), (25)-(27), (35) at-e 
fulj2Zled. Let D = D = B = diag(l, -l}, k = 3, det S f 0. Then the func- 
tion 
u = q9: * 921 > + c, 91P = *FS-‘*P, c = const, (45) 
is real and satisfies (44). 
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Proof. According to (231, (28) we get 
911 = lilipz)[(13w*(z)B),, - l] = liliJ-iz)[(w-‘(z))ll 
922 = ~~~(+~z)[w&) - lib. 
From (46) it follows that 
911 = bJnW 
(-iz)[wzz(z) - detw(z)]b, 
detw(z) 
By (231, (28), (471, (48) we have lim det w(z) = 1 and 
-+cc 
qllbl + q22b2 = const. 
From (371, (45) we get 
912 = 921. 
- 
119 
llh 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
Taking into account (20), (49), (50), we obtain the statement of the theorem. 
w 
Let us remark that according to (43) it follows that 
2q,, = (-1y 
$detC, 2 det C, 
det C, - det C, ’ 
(51) 
By (32), (47) we obtain analogously to (51) 
G det C, 2 det C, 
29,, = - 
det C, 
+ lzYx 
det C, 
+ const. 
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our class functions u a representation 
det C, 
dx 
det ’ 
C, = D& + D,Q. 
It should be mentioned that functions of the form 
d i det C, 
-- 
dx det C, 
include N-soliton solutions of the KdVE (see [13, 141). 
6. SOLUTIONS OF THE CHIRAL FIELD EQUATION 
Now we shall construct the solutions of the equation of the main chiral 
field: 
2u*t = u,u -iz$ + UtU-& 
Let us introduce the matrix functions II,(x, t), II,(x, t): 
(52) 
+I1 = i(A, + zlEJ1ll,D, 
5 
+-II = i( A, + +E,)-?I,d, 
t 
(53) 
$n, = i( A; + ZIE,)-l&D*, 
x 
$n, = i(A; + ZzE,)-k,fi*, 
+ 
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where 
u( A,) n u( 4) = 0, Dfi = 6D. (54 
The operator s is defined by an operator identity of the general form [ZO] 
A,S - SA, = in,n;. (55) 
Let us put 
U(z) = E, - iII;S-‘( A, + zE,)-?I,, q = U(Zj), (56) 
W(z) = U(A) exp(i( A - zl)-l XD + i( A - s,)-‘t6}, 
According to [20], 
U-‘(z) = E, + iIJ;(A, + zE,)-‘S-‘II,. 
By (53)-(55) we get 
S, = (A, + zlE,)?IIDII;( A, + z,E,)-‘, 
S, = (A, + z2E,)-‘lI,I%I;( A, + z2E,)-l, 
From (56)-(58) it follows that 
(57) 
(58) 
U, = i( z - z~)-~(U,DU;‘U - UD), 
(59) 
u, = i(z - z,)-‘(u21kJ;’ - uq. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that the conditions (53)-(55) are fulfilled. Then 
the matrix function W(z) defined by (56) is the wave function and satisfies 
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the undmlying linear equations 
Wx( x, t, 2) = (1 - z)-‘upw, 
(60) 
W,( x, t, z) = (1 + z)-lu,u-‘w, 
where u( x, t> = W(x, t, 0). The matrix function u(x, t> satisfies the equation 
(52) of the main chiral field. 
Indeed, by (59) it is true that 
u, = 2i( z2 - z~)-~U~DU~~~U, 
(61) 
Ut = 2i( ;5,( - z,)-‘Uz~U;‘u. 
Taking into account (61) we prove (52). Equation (60) is proved ana!ogously. 
Putting A, = AT, D = D*, D = ti’*, z1 = Z1, z2 = Zz, DJ = JD, DJ = JD, 
n,(o, 0) = n,<o, O>J, we get ]-unitary solutions of (52): uJu* = J. 
7. CONSTRUCTING NEW INTEGRABLE EQUATIONS 
The beginning of the interesting and complicated search for new inte- 
grable equations is associated with V. E. Zaharov and his coauthors, with 
L. A. Takhtajan, and with the Potsdam group (M. J. Ablowitz, D. J. Kaup, 
A. C. Newell, and H. Segur). Further development of this activity is de- 
scribed, for instance, in [2, 8, 26, 271. The unified procedure for constructing 
exact solutions has brought some additional results in this sphere. We have 
shown here that several important integrable nonlinear equations are con- 
nected with the transfer matrix function w(x, t, z) defined by (2) (k = 
- 1, 1,2,3), (3) and (23). Now we propose the following heuristic approach 
to the constructing of new integrable equations: 
(a) For every integer k # 0, Equations (2) (3) (23) define w(x, t, a). 
Through w the wave matrix function W is defined. 
(b) The matrix functions G and F are introduced by the equalities 
G = W,W-‘, F = W,W-‘. (62) 
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(c) From (62) the well-known equation 
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G, - F, + [G, F] = 0 (63) 
follows. We express G and F through 9 or its derivatives and substitute for 
G, F in (63) using these expressions. 
The matrices W(x, t, z), U will be further specified by the equalities 
W(r,t,z) =w(r,t,z)exp{~(~~+(-l)k+lZkt)J), 
(64 
U = E, - iB#*S-‘A-‘$. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k = -2, m, = rn2 = 1, D = -c =J, B = E,. Then 
s, = -*I**, S, = A-‘q/+*( A*)-l + A-jbJ$*( A*)-‘. (65) 
Taking into account Theorem 3 and Equations (2>, (31, (621, (641, (65), we 
obtain 
G = izJ + T, F = - 24r - $JJU*. 
By (2), (31, (65) it follows also that 
(u]u*), = qu* - up*7. 
Putting 
d 
v= x911, Y = (~w*)21~ 
(67) 
(68) 
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according to (49), (67) we get 
qt=g+‘J 
2 ’ 
YX 
q21 = 44m ’ 
lyl Q 1, 
(69) 
[In all the formulas (69) we simultaneously choose either d-boor 
7 1 - 1 y 1 Q 0.1 By (66), (69), Equation (63) is equivalent to the nonlinear 
system 
Bv, = 
t’ 
i I y2 = 4VY, 63 IX -8iy + 4y-q-g ’ 
(70) 
lJ=iJ 
The equivalence between (63) and (70) means that the system (70) is 
integrable. Its exact solutions are defined by (2), (3), (641, (68). Replacing 
( y,/ dm>, in (70) with P, we get a system resembling the system for 
self-induced transparency (see 121). 
EXAMPLES. Letk= -3,m,=m,=l, D= -6=J, B=E,.Ifthe 
formulas (35) are true, then according to (37) we have 
q = q, u = u, +*S-1A-2$JU* = +*S-1A-2#JU*. (71) 
So the matrix ?.I may be presented in the form 
i?x=upJ*= y; 
[ 
sin 6~ 
I -cos w . 
(72) 
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Putting again u = ( d/dt)ql, and taking into account (21, (3), (49), (62), (67), 
(71), (72), we can express G, F in terms of u, o analogously to Example 1. 
The equation (63) now proves equivalent to the integrable system 
su, + ( wgt = 0, 
w t-xxx = 4vw,, + 4u, w, + 16 sin o 
EXAMPLE 3. If k= -3, m,=m,=l, D= -fi=B=J, and the 
formulas (35) are true, we present UU* in the form 
The system (63) is equivalent in this example to the system 
0 trxr = 4~0,. + 4~~01, + 16sinh w. 
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